Bot or not? Detecting bots in GitHub pull request activity based on comment similarity
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Abstract

This is an extended abstract of a paper accepted at the ICSE 2020 co-located workshop on Bots In Software Engineering (BotSE).

Many empirical studies focus on socio-technical activity in social coding platforms such as GitHub, for example to study the onboarding, abandonment, productivity and collaboration among team members. Such studies face the difficulty that GitHub activity can also be generated automatically by various types of bots. It therefore becomes imperative to distinguish such bots from humans. We propose an automated approach to detect bots in GitHub pull request (PR) activity. Relying on the assumption that bots contain repetitive message patterns in their PR comments and using a clustering method that combines the Jaccard and Levenshtein distance. We empirically evaluate our approach by analysing 20,090 PR comments of 250 users and 42 bots in 1,262 GitHub repositories.

1 Introduction

Contemporary open source software development often takes place through online distributed social coding platforms such as GitHub [TBLJ13]. Software projects use git repositories to which their collaborators contribute by using distinct identities to commit changes, submit and review pull requests, and provide comments. In addition, projects are increasingly relying on automated bots that use one or more identities to carry out routine tasks and to interact with project members. Such bots have been shown to improve collaborative development [LSZ17, WDS+18, EGSL19, BP19], for example by improving software quality through automated refactorings [WB19], by generating patches for bugs [MUD+19], by supporting continuous integration [ASM+07] and by automatically closing abandoned issues and pull requests [WSWG19].

On the other hand, the presence of such bots raises a wide variety of issues that call for the need of detecting them in an automated way. Identity merging algorithms [GM13, KVSvdB12, WdSS+16] should take into consideration the presence of bots. The presence of bots makes it difficult for empirical studies to distinguish human behaviour from automated behaviour [LGC+19]. This can potentially lead to important biases when conducting socio-technical analyses based on historical data mined from software repositories (e.g., [TDLH14, RR14, CSM19]), such as studies that aim to get insight into and improve social aspects such as onboarding [CVDF15], abandonment [CM17], team productivity [MFMZ14, VPR+15] and team collaboration [TPSZ19].

On social coding platforms such as GitHub, the current way of distinguishing bots from humans is mainly a manual and effort-prone process that is not easily reproducible. Simple heuristics, such as looking for the presence of the string “bot” in the user identity or user profile are not very reliable. We therefore propose an automated approach for detecting bots in GitHub repositories, based on similarity of their comments as bots tend to produce comments that are repetitive, whereas the variation in the comments made by humans is expected to be higher.
2 Dataset
To conduct an empirical study we need a dataset containing historical data of many different GitHub repositories and contributor identities. According to the advice of Kalliamvakou et al. [KGB+14], collections of repositories associated to the collaborative development of open source software packages for specific programming languages constitute good dataset candidates. For example, the Cargo package registry for the Rust programming language [crates.io] contains over 34K packages of which 77% are being developed on GitHub.

We relied on version 1.2.0 of the libraries.io datadump to extract the metadata of 9,954 GitHub repositories. For each of these repositories, we used the GitHub API to extract 19,632 PRs, including more than 109K distinct comments submitted by 3,250 distinct identities. Since our aim is to identify bots based on their commenting activity we require a sufficient number of PR comments per identity. Hence, we ignored identities with fewer than 20 comments.

To create a ground truth we identified bots based on a combination of different methods. First, we gathered evidence of bots that were reported by other researchers [WDS+18, WSWG19, ASM+07, AS19, EGSL19] and websites [1]. Then, we checked for presence of the word “bot” in the name and profile information of each GitHub identity [WDS+18]. Finally, we manually examined all identities in our dataset to look for further evidence of bot presence until we reached a sufficient number of bot identities to be able to carry out a proper evaluation. For all these identities two distinct authors of this paper manually and independently verified whether the identity was actually a bot, and false positives were removed. Out of these 42 bots account, 17 cases (≈ 40%) do not contain the string “bot” in their username. Moreover we manually selected and checked 250 random distinct human identities for inclusion in the analysis. Overall, the dataset contains 16,430 comments of 250 Human identities from 692 repositories and 3660 comments of 42 bot identities from 694 repositories.

3 Approach and results
The approach we propose is based on the assumption that bots exhibit more repetitive messages than humans, so we expect messages made by bots to be more similar than messages made by humans. To measure this similarity, we rely on two well-known metrics: the Levenshtein edit distance [Lev66] and the Jaccard distance [Jac12]. For each considered identity in the dataset, we computed both distances for all its pairs of PR messages.

Figure 1 shows for each identity (distinguishing between humans × and bots ●) the mean Levenshtein and mean Jaccard distance between its pairs of messages. The two distances produce similar results (Pearson correlation $r = 0.97$), especially for bots ($r = 0.94$ as opposed to $r = 0.79$ for humans).

The presence of points outside the diagonal of Figure 1 (dotted grey line) indicates that these metrics are not redundant but complementary in the sense that they focus on different aspects of the messages being compared: the Jaccard distance is based on a set difference and takes lexical diversity into account; whereas the Levenshtein distance is based on a string edit distance, thereby taking the sequential structure of the message into account.

Figure 1 shows that the majority of humans have higher mean distances (0.92 for Jaccard and 0.83 for Levenshtein) than bots (0.06 for both metrics) so both distances are relatively effective in distinguishing bots from humans. Nevertheless, neither of these two metrics taken individually allow to correctly discriminate bots in the set of considered identities.

Some bots also have high mean distances, therefore mean distance is not sufficient to distinguish bots from humans. As human messages tend to be more diverse in content than bot messages, we expect them to be spread across many small clusters, whereas we expect bot messages to be concentrated in a small number of large clusters. Hence we applied an intermediate clustering step on the messages of each identity.

For this clustering step we relied on DBSCAN [EKSX96, SSE+17], a common density-based spatial clustering algorithm. DBSCAN has the advantage of not requiring to specify the number of expected clusters. Moreover, it can generate clusters of unequal sizes and supports single item clusters. Since we observed from Figure 1 that Levenshtein and Jaccard distances are not redundant, we combined them for the clustering task, as follows:

$$D(C_1, C_2) = \frac{L(C_1, C_2) + J(C_1, C_2)}{2}$$

1 e.g., https://github.com/mairieli/awesome-se-bots
Figure 2: Number of clusters (= message patterns) and number of considered messages per identity.

Figure 2 shows the number of considered messages for each identity and the number of resulting clusters. We observe a clear separation between bots and humans. Bots have a low number of clusters regardless of the number of messages while humans have a variable, larger number of clusters.

Distinguishing bots and humans based on the number of clusters seems promising, since all 42 bots have 10 clusters or fewer, while 249 out of the 250 humans have at least 14 clusters. The remaining human contributor has exactly 10 clusters. As a result, classifying bots based on a threshold of 10 clusters (dotted grey line in Figure 2) achieves a recall of 100% and an accuracy of 97.7%.

4 Discussion

We proposed the basis for an automated approach for distinguishing bots from humans in GitHub repositories, based on their PR commenting activity. The approach is based on the assumption that bots tend to produce repetitive comments and the results we obtained are promising, since we found that the number of clusters (i.e., patterns) allows to distinguish bots from humans.

The main limitation of our work stems from the size of the dataset containing only 292 GitHub identities from Cargo packages. The dataset we relied on contains only repositories related to Cargo packages. Including a larger and broader set of repositories with more comments will certainly lead us to discover wider variety of bots and will lead to more accurate and generalizable model. We are confident that our approach will generalise to other types of bots since bots tend to rely on a limited set of patterns for their interactions. Moreover, we focused on comments made in pull requests, while other types of comments can be considered as well. Therefore, an obvious future work is to create a much larger dataset, including more (non-Cargo specific) repositories, with more (types of) comments and, consequently, of bots.

5 Conclusion

When carrying out socio-technical empirical studies based on historical data mined from GitHub repositories, it is important to be able to distinguish bots from human contributors. We proposed an approach to do so based on PR commenting activity in GitHub repositories. Relying on the assumption that bots use a limited set of repetitive message patterns in their PR comments, we proposed to detect bots by computing clusters of similar messages produced by each GitHub identity, based on a combination of the Jaccard and Levenshtein distance.

We relied on 20K PR comments from 250 randomly selected human contributors and 42 distinct bots. Our approach revealed that bots consistently exhibit fewer message patterns than humans, making this a discriminating feature to detect bots.
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